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ABSTRACT
The first separation process in the kidneys
occurs in the glomerulus where the blood plasma
is filtered from the larger protein and blood
cells.

It is the object of this thesis toa

1) Simulate the volume flow equation (1) through
the capillary vasculate of the kidney with the
analog computer, and
2) Show quantitatively as well as qualitatively
the effect of various parameter changes on the
volume flow rate.
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SYMBOLS
A = Area of Diffusion
B = Lumped Parameter Representing Three Unknown
Constants (see equation 11)
C

= Concentration

D = Diffusion

of the Protein in Plasma (cellular)

Coefficient

E - Lumped Parameter Defined by
E = Pb ow - Pcap (0)
F - Lumped Parameter Defined by
F

= Pcap(O)

-

Pcap(L)

G - Lumped Parameter Defined by
G =

H

= Lumped

Gm2

Parameter Defined by
H =

<f m

H'= Lumped Parameter Defined by Equation (25)
L = Total Length of the equivalent Tube
Pbow = Pressure in Bowman' Capsule
Pcap(O)

-

Pressure within the capillary at entrance

Pcap(L) ::: Pressure within the Capillary at Exit
Pcap(x)

-

Pressure within the Capillary at a distance
x from ;the Entrance

Pfilt(x) = Filtration Pressure

ix
Pone (x) = Oncotic Pressure
•
Q = Volume Flow Rate
V

= Variable Equal
v=1Q

to the Inverse of Q

X = Non- Dimensionlized Distance into the Capillary
X=~
L

•
~~ = Change in Flow Rate with Respect to Distance
k - Permeability of the Vasculate
~

- Mass Flow Rate Transverse to the Vasculate

mfilt = Mass Flux Across the Vasculate
r - Effective Radius of the Equivalent Tube
x = Distance into the Tube from the Entrance

'<"=

Constant found from Curve Fitting Experimental
Data

d=

Constant found from Curve Fitting Experimental
Data

~

= Mass Density of the Plasma

X

DEFINITIONS
1,

Active Transnort - Chemically induced reversed
osmosis. not well understood,

2,

Autoregulatory Range - In a system, it is the
range of operation that beyond the organ does
not function,

J,

Bowman's Capsule - Named for Sir.

Willia~

Bowman.

it is the expanded end of the glomerulus also
known as nephrons ,

4,

Cholesterols -Monohydric alcohol (c 27 H45 OH),
it is the principal constituent of kidney stones.

5.

Diafiltration - A process that separates the plasma
from the larger constiyuents and then supplies an
artificial filtrate.

6,

Glomerulus - A small turt of capillaries that
surround the nephrons of the kidney.

7,

Hemodialysis - Mechanical means of filtering the
blood.

xi
8.

Hyperfiltration -A means by which the human
kidney filters the blood; it separates the
larger protein then it filters the rest of the
plasma by reversed osm0sis.

9.

Kidne;y: - This is the principal organ of purification.

10. Oncotic Pressure - It is the pressure exerted by
plasma on the capillary walls; it is made up of
the osmotic pressure and the hydrostatic pressure
of the blood stream.

11. Renal System - The system that includes the kidneys.
12. Reversed Osmosis - The process where the direction
of mass transfer is the opposite direction to
that of osmosisa it occurs because of an external
,

pressure being applied to the concentrated
side of the transfer.

13. Vasculate - The walls of the blood vessels are
called vasculate.
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A.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the ProblemThe kidney is perhaps the most interesting

example of a mass transfer device in nature, mostly
because it combines so many different types of modes
of mass transfer. (eg.

osmosis, filtration, convection,

diffusion, and active transport)

The first separation

process occurs in the glomerulus where the blood
plasma is filtered from the larger protein and blood
cells.

The rate of glomerulus filtration is influenced

by the concentration of protein in the plasma.

The

mass flow rate through the capillaries within the
kidney is influenced by the glomerulus filtration
rate.

Finding an analog computer simulation for the

volume flow rate through the renal system's
capillaries as it is affected by various parameter
changes is the object of this thesis.
Although transplantation is recognized as the
preferred way to treat kidney patients whose kidneys
have failed, significant problems arise in the use
of this procedure.
\

The alternative to transplantation

2

is hemodialysis.

This is done by equipment external

to the body and involves the removal of waste products
by causing them to pass out of the blood stream
into an area that contains permeable membranes.

These

membranes are so constructed so that all but the
large protein and blood cells can easily pass through
the walls.
Several methods of filtration are used diafiltration,
reversed osmosis, hyperfiltration, and active transport.
In the human kidney, all these processes combine to
effectively filter the blood.

In the artificial kidney,

rarely more than one of these processes are present.
It would be helpful in setting design criteria to
produce an artificial kidney more closely associated
with that of the real kidney if the differential
equations of the artificial kidney were compared to
the differential equations of the real kidney.

Of

course, the starting point in studying a process
to filter the blood equally as well or better than
the human kidney is to start with a description of
the real kidney.
2,

Prior Work
Drawing from one principal work (1) and supporting

works (2 & 3), it will be shown that the equation

3
that describes the velocity distribution in the
kidney capillary system is a first order non-linear
differential equation.
_ddQX - 2lT r

k

(P

+

The equation is as followsa

cap ( 0 )- :: XL (P cap ( 0) - P cap (L) )

SmQ

+ P

\

bow)

This equation was found by lumping all the renal
capillaries into one equivalent tube.

(See Figure 1.)

After the equation was formulated, the coefficient
'k' was found by a trial and . error search, then the
equation was numerically integrated using a finite
difference formula (1).

3.

Method of Approach
The method that will be used in this thesis

will be to use the previously attained non-linear
differential equation and use theanalog computer
to obtain the unknown constant 'k'.

Then the different

parameters will be varied to obtain a family of
curves that describe the velocity,

The parameters

that will. be of most interest will be the forcing
functions.

(The pressures and the mass flow rate

across the membrane)
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•

Q(O)

.

,I
f
I

p

•
m(O)

C(O)

r
X

•

Q(x)

bow

---- --- --

L

•

•

Q(L)

C(L)

•

m(L)

Figure 1. Equvalent Tube to Represent the
Capillaries of the Kidney System
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B.

1.

MASS TRANSFER IN THE RENAL SYSTEM

Equations for the Mass -Transfer in the Kidney
Sta~ting

with the assumption that the decrease

in flow rate divided by the filtration pressure
per area is a constant (1), we have

•

(1)

-dQ (x) = k A Pfilt. (x)
•

where -dQ - the decreasing flow rate
A = the area of diffusion
Pfilt(x) - the filtration pressure.
The area of a segment can be found by taking an
equivalent capillary that represents the entire
renal system (fig. 1).
A = 21r r

where

This area becomes

dx

( 2)

A = the area of diffusion
r = the equivalent radius
dx = the differential length of the equivalent tube.

The filtration pressure

Pfilt.(x)

is equal_ to

Pf.lt
(x) · = , Pcap (x)- Pone (x)- Pb ow
1
•

(3)

6

wnere Pcap(O) =

capillary pressure as a function

th~

of x.
Ponc(x)

- the

oncotic pressure as a function

of x.
p

-

bow

the pressure in Bowman's Capsule
independent of the variable x.

If it is assumed that the decreased in blood pressure is
constant per unit length, then

This is valid when the flow rate is laminar.

Laminar

flow is a result of the extremely small diameter of the
capillaries in the body.
From work done by Scratchard (2), it is shown that,
Ponc(x) =
where

-

Ponc(x)

c

oc 2

+

cfc

(5)

the one otic pressure
the concentration of the protein

in the plasma,
Since C is defined as m
Q

(6)

or
Ponc(x)

-

~ (!!!)
Q

2

+

d

m
Q

(7)

7

where

•
m - the mass flow rate transverse to the
membrane

•

Q - the volume flow rate transverse to the

membrane

~

&

d

= are constants obtained from curve fitting

plots.
Combining equations (1),
- :

I!

= 21f r k

0 (.!!l) 2
Q

+

d

(2),

cap ( 0) -

m
Q

+

P

(3),

(7)

(4), and

f ( PcaP ( 0)

- p

cap

\

bo~

(L)\

}

(8)

Now non-dirnensionlizing the length x by
X=

(9)

X

L

Equation (8) becomes

•

- ¥x = 2Trr k

L

( P caP ( 0) - X ( PcaP ( 0) - Pcap (L))

(10)
Since the radius 'r' is not known, nor the effective
length 'L', nor the diffusion constant 'k', all the
remaining difficulties can be combined into one
constant.
B =

This new constant will be defined as

21T r

k L

I

Now equation (10) becomes,

(11)

8

•

- ¥x = B [!caP ( 0)
-( (!!!)

2

Q

-

- X
cf!!!

(12)

Q

or by removing the negative · sign by multiplying by
a negative one (-1)J the equation becomes,
•
dQ
dX = B

.

[pbow - P cap (0)
~ (ID)

2

Q

+

J

\ J cap (0) - P cap (L~)
,) J

+X (p

~J

+

(13)

This differential equation is of the form
•
dQ
dX

=B

F
G
( EX + T2
+ T - H )
Q
Q

(14)

Typical values are given in Table 1.

Equation (14)

becomes the following&

+ 26.67
•

-7o.oo )

Q

This is equation 16.
Most of the data available is found for the dog
kidney (1).

Such information was obtained by Kramer (2)

and Scratchard (3).
The constant B can be found from the b_oundary
conditions,
•
Q(O) = 2.oo 'ml/sec

(17)

TYPICAL VALUES FOR THE RENAL SYSTEM OF A DOG
· TABLE I.
Example Values of the Symbols
Symbol

Definition of Symbol

Example Value

Pbow

Pressure in Bowman's Capsule

Pcap(O)

Pressure at Entrance

15 mm Hg
85 mm Hg

of Equivalent Tube
Pcap(L)

Pressure at Exit of

65 mm Hg

Equivalent Tube

•

Q(L)

Flow Rate at Exit

1.4 ml / sec

of the Equivalent Tube

•

Q(O)

Flow Rate at Entrance

2.0 ml / sec

of Equivalent Tube
X

Distance into the Tube

0 - 1

•
m(O)

Mass flow at Entrance

0.133 grams /sec

X

Distance into the Tube

0 - L

Empirical Constant

200 mm Hg ml/grcm

Empirical Constant

2500 mm Hg ml

2

gram 2

10
•
Q(L)

= 1.40

ml/sec

(18)

•

Substituting Q(O) into equation (15) yields,

•
dX

.Qg _ B

or

zo, O~

l-44.4i + 26,67 :

L2.oo

J

2.oo

•
dQ = - 45.56 B
dX

(19)

Using digital methods, there is only one way to find
the constant Br that is by trial and error.
2.

Analog Computer Simulation
The next step is to use the analog computer to

simulate the differential equation.

The diagram first

attempted is given in the appendix.
Each side of the equation was multiplied by
.2
Q

1000

•

1

1

This was to eliminate the .2

and the •

Q

equation.

terms in the

Q

Also this put the values of the coefficients

in equation (15) within a usuable range by the
Florida Technological University's Analog Computer.
The equation becomes,
• 001 Q2

•

~

= B ( .020

.07

Q2

Q2
)

X + .044 + .027
(20)

Q-

11

It became apparent that some elements ofthe
analog computer circuit oscillated at all values
except an extremely small range.

The only circuit

that has a feedback path that could oscillate
is the integrator loop through the squarer and the
divider amplifiers.
It was foundihat if the parameter 'B' was
raised to cause oscillation in the loop, the loop
would oscillate for every value of •B•.

The only

way to terminate the oscillation in the loop was
to lower the scaling factor.

The reason that the

loop had any range at all was that the divider
circuit had some range beyond unity.

If the divider

had no range bey.ond unity, there would have been
no range that 'B' could have had except unity without
an unstable equilibrium to exist.
It was determined that a change in variables
would solve the problem of having a divider and a
multiplier in the same loop.

The change in variables was

Q = 1v

(21)

therefore,

•
gg
dX -

d

dX

-dV
dX

(22)

12

So equation (15) becomes,

2
12
V dV
dX = B ( 20.00 X + 44.44 v + 26.67 V
70.00 )

(23)

-- -

Now eliminating the ~2 term,

- gy
dX

= B ( 2o.oo xv 2 +

This is equation (24).

44,44 v4 + 26 • 67 v3 - 70 • oo v 2 )

The computer simulation for

I

the above equation is given in the Appendix.
In this simulation, the feedback loops all
go through the integrator, none of the loops go
through a divider or a differentiator which multiplies
noise.

In fact, this simulation completely eliminates

the need for the divider ampliers.

The output of this

circuit is given in the figures.

3.

The Effects of Varying the Forcing Functions
In equation (13), it can be seen that the forcing

functions are Pcap' Pbow• and the concentration
C or simply

8·

By varying the coefficients that

represent these terms, a family of curves can be
generated to show the effects of the given parameter
changes, hence describing the effects on the real
system.
Since Q is always greater than unity, V is

13
always smaller than one.
analog computer.

This is convenient for the

All the results of the dependent

variable V varying has the effect of saying that

•

the variable Q is varying not only inversely but
also in the opposite direction.
The first parameter that is interesting to
watch is the variance of the protein concentration

c.

The concentration C or ~ can be changed by

jointly varying the coefficients F and G.

These

are coefficients given in equation (16).
To find any quantitative answers, the constant
'B' must be found first.

This was done by using

.

the initial conditions described by equations (17)
and (18).

.

By using the initial condition Q(O) - 2.0ml/sec

as the initial condition on the integrator.

The

coefficient B can be varied until the output of the
•
integrator of the system at Q(L) is equal to 1.4 ml/sec,
which isihe other boundary condition given.
The constant'B' that satisfied the boundary value
problem was found to be .025.
After attaining this value, the family of
curves that represent the concentration can be
found quantitatively.
change are given
expected~

~n

The curves for this parameter

figures (2) and (3).

As was

as the concentration gradient increased,

14

•v •

C(O) =

~(O)

o.oo4

-t. 0

.8

-------- 0.010

.6

.4
.)
.2

.-1

.4

.6

Variable

•v•

.8

1.0

X

L

Figure 2.

versus ~
L

(as Concentration varies)
V = sec/ml

C = grams/ ml
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•

'Q'
2. 0 .

-c(o) =

~(o)

1 .• 8
0.010
0.008

1.6
0.007

1.4

. 1.• 2
• 004

.6

.• 4

.2

.• 8

1.0

X

L

Figure 3.

Flow rate versus ~ as
Concentration varies

•

Q

= ml/

sec

C = grams/ sec

..
~
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•

V decreased so that Q increased.
In figure (4) are the results of a constant
concentration as compared to a constant mass flow
rate through the capillaries.

In this situation,

the oncotic pressure is constanta this is the term
in equation (13) that formed the non-linearity.
Using equation (16), it can be seen that if ~2 and

~ are held constant, that the resulting equation is
•

QS
dX

=B

( E X - H' )

(25)

where H' - an equivalent constant representing all
the constants in equation (16) except B
and E.
The solution to this differential equation is known
and is parabolic in shape.
The effect of varying the pressure has no real
use in the discussion of the renal system because
there is a small range at which the pressure is
allowed to change.

When the arterial blood pressure

is increased above 90 mm Hg., the renal blood pressure
remains constant. (4)

The reason for this phenomena

is that the efferent artery (the artery that· carries
the blood out of the kidney) constricts and relaxes to
compensate for the pressure variation.

Another

observation of renal blood pressure in the glomerulus

17

•

Q

2.5

2.0

m

1.5

c =Q

c = .20
1.0

c =
0.5

c
.2

.4

.6

.8

.10

= .067

1.0

X

L

Figure 4. Flow Rate versus ~ as Concentration
1s Held Constant

\
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system is that below 70 mm Hg., the glomerulus
filtration ceases.(4) This is known as the autoregulatory range. The kidney vasculate is completely
relaxed and does not res·p-o:rfd to any further changes
in the blood pressure that is sufficient to alter
the total wall tension. This is the lower limit
of the autoregulatory range which coincides with
the blood pressure just neccessary to maintain the
glomerulus filtrate.(4) But because of possible
use in Hemodialysis, a family of curves for pressure
change has been generated in figure (5).

19
•
Q

2.0

1.8
p = p

1.6

·100
80
• 60
40
20

1.4

cap
rnm
mm
mm
mm
mm

(0) - p

Hg
Hg
Hg
Hg
Hg

1.2

.4

.2
X

.6

.8

1.0

X

=L

Figure 5. Flow Rate versus -X as
L
varies

Pcap(L)

cap (L)
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•

Q

2.0

1.8

1.6

-

2Trr k L

= , 01
1,4

-

= .05

1,2

.2

.4

.6

.8

1.0

X

L

Figure 6.

!024

Flow Rate versus ~
Constant varies

as Unknown
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C. CONCLUSIONS
1.

Interpretation of the Computer Simulation
The value of the coefficient that satisfied

the flow rate boundary conditions was found to be

.025.

Although the constant 'B' is not a forcing

function, a family of curves is useful to look at.
It was found that increasing 'B' also increased
1

V' as in figure (6).

This means that the flow

rate must decrease with an increasing value of 'B'.
Recalling that,
B=2~rkL

(11)

increasing 'B' is equivalent to increasing the
effective radius of the capillary system, increasing
the effective length of the capillary system, and/or
increasing the permeability of the vasculate of the
system.
This is saying that if the radius is increased,
the flow rate is decreased; which is to be expected.
This is also saying that if the permeability of _the
vasculate is

incr~ased,

the flow rate is decreasedr

which is expected also because some of the flow will

22

cross the membrane rather than flow through the
capillary system.
After the effect of the coefficient 'B' was
investigated, ''B • was set at • 025 which is the
value that causes the system to produce a typical
output; then the other variables were varied to
observe their affects on the system.
The coefficients G and H are combined in their
affect on the system, both are a function of concentration.

When either one or both of these coefficients

are increased,

•v•

also is increased, i.e., the

flow rate 'Q' is increased.

From the diffusion

equation (5)
mfilt where

eD~ C

mfilt -the mass flux transported across
the walls of the vasculate

e = the mass
D

= the

density

diffusion coefficient

C - the mass concentration of the plasma
Since the density and the diffusion are constant,

As the concentration rises, the mass flow across the
vasculate rises which causes the flow rate t hrough

23
the capillaries to decrease. This is shown in figure

(3).
The coefficient 'F' relates the pressure gradient
that gives rise to the flow in the first place. (refer
to equations 13 and 14) When

~F'

alone is varied, the

pressure gradient is changed by changing P cap (L)a
Pcap(O) is not changed due to its appearance in another
part of the equation. Figure 5 shows that as Pcap(L)
is increased ( which decreases the pressure gradient),
the flow rate decreases. This is because the pressure
in the tube is doing more work in transfering mass
across the walls of the capillaries.
When 'E' is increased, 'V' is increased i.e., the
flow rate 'Q' is decreased. This phenomena is also
explained by the original assumption that the change
in the flow rate is
•

~~

=

2~r

k 1 Pfilt

(Refer to equations 1 and 2 )
As the filtration pressure increases, the flow rate
decreases.
2. Correlation to Prior Work
The information obtained in the analog computer
simulation verifies the results qualitatively. In
other works, the value of the coefficient 'B' is

24

given as .0217 which is 13% error based on the
value obtained by the analog computer simulation.
This large error can possibly be accounted for
in part by the error obtained from other works
because of the use of finite difference equations
to solve the equation on the digital computer.

Also

some error was introduced from the trial and error
approach to find the affects of 'B' on the output.
In actual tests on the analog computer, the effects
of 'B' on the output was very small as compared to
the effects of the other parameters.

3.

Suggestions for Further Research
If combinations of the processesrr.entioned in

the introduction (i.e., osmosis, hyperfiltration,
active transport, etc.) studies of each system's
parameters effect on the entire system can be of
great importance in the study of the real kidney.
This can be of use in the study of the effects of
high cholesterol in the blood stream on the flow
rate through the kidneys to perform under the
strain of this and other situations.
Also, this type of analysis could be used to
research other areas of the kidney system, such
as the proximal tubule, the distal tubule, or the
vasa recta.

The gl ome rulus is the first stage of

25
about six stages of filtration in the kidney.

Each

stage has its own model and characteristic equations
according to the processes that are involved in that
stage.

These combine modes of mass transfer make the

kidney a most interesting me.chanism for mass transfer
in nature.
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APPENDIX
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•
-Q
•

Q

•

-Q

Mult
-1 volt

•

Q

Mult

~-----------------;

Computer Circuit for Equation ( 20)
•
•
'2 dQ
.2
.001 Q dX = B (.020 Q X + .044 + .027 Q .070 Q2 )

28

Sq. = Squarer
Mult = Multiplier
_y3

-1

.020

Mult

-'------~

Computer Ciruit for Equation (24)
_dv

dX

=B

( .020

\

xv 2 + ~- b44 ~: v 4 +

.027

v3-

.070

v2 )
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